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1. Introduction

The need for carrying out fertiliser trials in cultivators' fields under
actual farming conditions so as to provide a sound basis for making
practical recommendations on fertilizer use, is now well recognised.
The planning and analysis of such experiments involves a synthesis
of some of the basic techniques of experimental design and sample
surveys. The main restriction in the designing of such experiments
is the fact that in a given cultivator's field not more than 5 or 6 plots
should be laid out.

Simple fertilizer trials on randomly selected sites with an unrepli-
cated 3-plot experiment at each site superimposed on the normal prac
tice of the cultivator were conducted in some parts of India on the basis
ofthe recommendations made by Stewart^ in his report on soil fertility
investigations in India. It was soon realised that the scope of these
experiments for providing information on fertilizer use could be consi
derably enlarged by increasing the number of plots from 3 to 5 or 6.
Experience gained on the basis of large-scale experiments conducted
in cultivators' fields by H. N. Mukherjee in Bihar showed that the
number of plots could be increased to this extent without impairing
the efiiciency of such types of experimental programmes.

*Parts of this paper were presented at the annual meetings ofthe Indian Society
of Agricultural Statistics held at New Delhi in 1956.
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Five and six plots experiments designed to provide information
on a number of aspects of fertilizer use such as optimum dose and rela
tive efficiency of different sources of the same fertilizer were planned
at the Indian Council of Agricultural Research and conducted in a
large number of Community Project centres under a .scheme jointly
sponsored by the -Government of India and U.S. Technical
Co-dperation Mission (T.C.M!). Certain new ideas of symmetry and
balance on the analogy of incomplete block designs were introduced
into the planning of such experiments by Yates and Finney during
i953 when they were working as F.A.O. experts with the Indian Council
of Agricultural Research. A detailed account of these experiments
as well as some of the'.practical problems involved in the planning of
experiments in cultivators' fields were given by Panse and Sukhatme.^

The object of the present paper is to give a systematic analysis
for some of the typical designs that could be used on cultivators' fields.
Analysis of variance tables for different designs have been given for
purposes of completeness though it is recognised that experimental
investigations on fertiliser use relate mostly to problems of estimation
and not to tests of significance. Some aspects of planning of these
experiments so as to provide the necessary background for the methods
of analysis presented here have also been discussed. Designs consi
dered here are only illustrative to indicate the type of results that can
be obtained under a specified scheme of distribution of these experi
ments in a given region. The problem of allocation of experiments
and the total number of experiments taking cost of experimentation
and loss resulting from the application of a recommended fertilizer
dose below or above the optimum has also been discussed.

2. Some Aspects of Planning

Since each experiment is required to provide a self-contained
demonstration, the cultivators' normal practice should be included to
provide a control plot and the remaining treatments superimposed on
this normal practice. If the objective of the inquiry is as simple as
obtaiifing a dose response relationship for a single fertilizer, a 3 or 4-
plot experiment of the type o, n^, n^, where suffixes indicate levels
could be accommodated in a field. In a preliminary investigation on
the effects of n, p and k, the best choice could be given by a 4-plot
experiment of the type o, n, np, npk. It would be noticed that an out
standing consideration. for the appropriate choice of treatments would
be the number of plots which can be managed in a cultivator's field.
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For example if response curves of two sources of a nitrogenous ferti
lizer are to be compared on soils not expected to respond to phosphate,
a 5-plot experiment o, n^, Hz, tii, n^,' where n and n' refer to forms and
suffixes indicate levels will be required to obtain a symmetrical com
parison between the two types. If, however, we had to make the above
comparison in four plots we shall have to split the above set into two
sub-sets (i) o, «i, n^-, rij,', (ii) o, n^, n^, «i. Each sub-set will provide
information on the response curve of one form and an interior point
from the response curve of the other form and equal number of experi
ments on the two sub-sets of treatments will be carried out in different

fields. Any adequate statistical analysis should take into account the
design of the experiment and the analysis of the two non-orthogonal 4-
plot arrangements may not present any special mathematical difficulty
but is bound to be complicated. Similarly comparison of three sources
of a nitrogenous fertilizer might be made by carrying out an equal
number of experiments for each of the following three 5-plot sets:

(A) (i) o, Ma. «i'> «2'>

(ii) o, «i, «2, «i", Wa",

(iii) o, Hi, Hi, «i", n/.

In case we decide to make these comparisons in 4-plot experiments,
the above three sub-sets will be further split into the following six 4-plct
sets: • '

(B) (i) 0, «i, «2, 111,

(ii) o, «i, Ka, Hi",

(iii) 0, til, «2'. • • -

(iv) o, «i', Ma', Hi",

(v) 0, Hi", na"> «i> •

(vi) 0, «i", Wa", «i', - •

where each sub-set provides information on the response curve of .one
source of nitrogen and a point nearabout the guessed optinium of the
other source. It will be noticed that equal precision for both the levels
has not been attempted and a sub- set of the type o, n^, n^, has not
been provided for to avoid having too many sub-sets for a given choice
of treatments.

When more than one nutrient Uke nitrogen and phosphorus are
involved, all combinations of three levels of nitrogen and three levels
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of phosphate could be investigated by means of the following 6-plot
arrangements:

(C) : (i) o, pi, «2, n^pi, n^pi,-

(ii) o, P2, «i, «2. niP2> n2P2.

In case it is not possible to accommodate six plots at a given site, Panse
and Sukhatme^ have suggested the following arrangement involving
3 and 4 plots;

(D) (i) 0, Til, «2,

(ii) 0, p-^, nipj_, n2,Pi,

(iii) 0,"i/'sj «2P2-

This arrangement uses the principle of confounding in which levels
of phosphate are confounded with block differences. It is interesting
to note that if we omit control plots in the second and third sets above,
the analogy of this arrangement with a split plot design with levels of
nitrogen in sub-plots is clearly brought out.

3. Comparison of a Single Set of Treatments

Suppose that we wish to try a single set of treatments such as
0, n, np, npk in a given tract such as a Community Project area. We

•may select at random r villages and in the f-th selected village fields
may be selected at random. A single unrephcated experiment may
be carried out in each field. Let Fyt = + Vj
where /j. denotes the general mean, Vj the effect of the /-th village, /ij
the effect of the7-th field in the i-th. village, the average effect of the
/c-th treatment, the interaction of the k-th treatment effect with the
/-th village and fej.s the interaction of the k-th treatment effect with the
j-th field in the i-th village. With this set up the relevant portion of
the analysis of variance for the estimation of error or responses will
be as given below:

Table I

Source d.f. M.S.. Expected Value

Villages X treatments .. 3(/--l)

Fields within villages
X treatments

I

I
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where

^ 2 _ „ 2

and

Eb\„ = a\.

The variance of a response will be given by

F= 2
1

|/7,
Estimates of

(7„t2 and (7/(2

can be obtained from the above table of analysis of variance as

and o-„(2 = .

A two-stage samphng procedure has been adopted in the above
case for the distribution of the experiments. The procedure can be
extended to a case when the selection of fields is made in more than
two stages.

We may select a random number say m thanas (small administrative
units) in each of the n districts and conduct q experiments in randomly
selected fields from each thana. This pattern of distribution of experi
ments was adopted in the case of manurial trials carried out in the
Bihar State.

Let yijy-i represent the yield of the plot in the i th district, j th thana,
k th experiment and / th treatment. We, therefore, have:

Yan = /^ + Sj + Lfj + tj + -f + Cnu

where /x is the general mean, 8^ is the average deviation for district /,
T, the average deviation for treatment I and L^, and ijy, are the average
deviations for the j th thana in the i th district and variations in this
from treatment to treatment respectively, y„ is an additional deviation
for treatment / common to the whole of the district i and is a
deviation for the particular site of an experiment within a thana,
includes both the experimental error and field to field variation 9f the

treatment within a than^,
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The following analysis of variance relating to interaction variances
will be used to estimate different components of variance for finding
standard errors of responses.

Table II

Source Degree of
Freedom

M.S. Expected Value

District x treatments 3 (« - 1)

Thanas X treatments 3 (m - 1)

Fields within thanas 3nm{q — 1)
X treatments

where

~ E and E e^j^i = <7®^,,,.
It will frequently happen that although an equal number of experi

ments were planned in each thana, results of all such experiments are
not available for analysis due to certain unavoidable reasons; thereby
introducing an extra compUcation in the usual heavy computation.
However, for obtaining satisfactory estimates of standard errors it is
not necessary that the analysis of variance should be based on all the
experiments. Therefore the analysis of variance might as well be per
formed on a random sample of completed experiments per district
taking equal numbers from each thana.

Results of such experiments will be usually classified and grouped
according to broader soil types cutting across district borders. Let
Rff X denote the response to nitrogen averaged over N experiments
belonging to a given soil type of which nn experiments come from the
z-th district and j-th thana. It is readily seen that,

VW =^ +2'"- 2] +2"''' L W
where

E ttii = Hi, Uni = N.
i i

If we wish to compare the response to nitrogen on two soil types, then

V(«„ - j!».) =2a'„ (i +1)+2.'„ 2] (I' -
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where experiments contribute to the response on the second soil
type and where S n,/ =«/, Sn/ = N'. Summations here are taken over

all thanas in which either of tin, "a' is non-zero and over all districts
in which either and is non-zero. Estimates of standard errors
may now be easily written down by replacing by appropriate func
tions of mean squares in the above formula. Forexample, will esti
mate 0-^/1,

q

will estimate and - s^^)lmq will estimate

In the foregoing analysis we have assumed homogeneity of different
interaction variances. In situations where this is not true, estimates
and their standard errors may be built for each thana separately and
then combined appropriately to obtain district and State estimates
of various responses. Statistical aspects of combination of estimates
from different experiments are exhaustively discussed by Cochran®
and the choice of suitable estimates and their standard errors will be
chiefly determined by the nature of the experimental data.

4. Comparison of Qualities and Levels of a Single
Fertilizer in 5-Plot Experiments

Case J.—Suppose the three sets marked (A) as given in Section 2
are arranged in a random sample of 3r fields in a given region such
that r experiments are allocated to each of the sets. It is clear that the
treatments are not orthogonal with fields, since only 5 out of the 7 treat
ments are tried in each field. Estiniates of responses or differences
in response for different sources can be obtained by combining suitably
the estimates from the r experiments of each type. However, a com
bined analysis of the 3r experiments can be carried out without much
difiiculty; and such an analysis, apart from providing best estimates,
facilitates the overall tests of significance. The overall analysis takes
a relatively simple form on account of the presence of balance and
symmetry in the grouping of treatments into the 3 sets. We shall
describe both methods of analysis and compare their relative efficiency.

{a) Combination of estimates from individual types.—As a first step
the analysis of variance of each type is carried out separately giving
for a given type the following partitioning of d.f.:

Source of variation d.f.
Fields .. .. r — 1

Treatments .. .. .. 4

fields X treatrneiits .. .. 4 (r —' 1) -
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The interaction mean square pooled over all the 3 types provides an
estimate of error variation. The response to any one of the levels
of a fertilizer is obtained from the means of the control and the corres
ponding treatment plot of the 2r experiments where the given fertiUzer
vv^as applied and its variance will be estimated by j^/r. To estimate
the difference in response to the fertilizers at a given level say «] —n '̂,
we have a direct estimate say of the response difference from type 1
where they are both tried together with an estimated variance 2s^lr.
An indirect estimate of the same response difference is obtained by
taking

from type 2 and

0 +

from type 3 and subtracting the latter from the former. This estimate
say i?2 has an estimated variance of 8 s^jSr. The two estimates are
uncorrelated and, therefore, the best Hnear combination of the estimates
is given by taking the average of the two estimates weighted inversely
to the variance. This estimate is given by:

D 4 + 3
" 7

with an estimated variance of 8 s^p r. Similarly the estimates of differ
ences in response to the other level and qualities can be found.

{b) Analysis under the combined model—

yu = + bi + tj ey

representthe yield under the j-th treatment in the r-th experiment where
without loss of generality the suffix i takes the value 1 to r for fields
containing the first set of treatments, i = r + 1 to 2r for fields con
taining the second treatments and i = 2r + 1 to 3r for fields con
taining the third set of treatments and where the suffix j takes the value
0 to 6 for the treatments o, n^, n^, «/, n^, n^, n/'. Since the two levels
of a given fertilizer always occur together in a set and the different forms
are compared symmetrically, the comparisons of levels and forms x levels
are orthogonal to blocks and other effects. Therefore a reparametriza-
tion of the treatment parameters as given below will result in some
simphfication in the estimation and testing of treatment effects. Let

y
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^0— ^o'> ^1 + ^2 = 2^1, ?3 + = 2 02) ts -{- te = 26g

H ^2 = 2^1, ^3 ^4 = 2^2) h~ 2^3-

We shall estimate the different parameters subject to the restrictions

E b, and 30o + 4 (^i+ ^2 + ^3) = 0 where h and 6 are estimates of
i=l.

the corresponding parameters. The normal equations under this set
up can be easily written down. Let G stand for the grand total and
T"s denote the sum of yields of the plots in which the corresponding
treatment occurs and represent the total of the j-th field containing
the first set of treatments, etc. We now set

Gi = 2j Bi i G^= 2j Bj G3 = S Bj '̂,
1=1 i=r+l k=Zr+l

Qo-To-j; Qr = T,.+ T,-UG^ + G,);

Q2 = f (G1+G2); a = T,+T,- f ((?2+G3).
After simplification of the normal equations we obtain

4=T^,(5(2. +f);

where we have set 7^ - T'2 = Pj; T3- Ti = Poj T^-T^ = p^.
The estimates of treatment means and their variances can now be
obtained, e.g.,

^ ' 15j- + 48/- + 16r + 4r
with a variance of I3a^l24r.

The analysis of variance can be carried out as follows: The total S.S.
for treatments is obtained by first finding the sum of squares for all
fitted constants which is given by

1

and subtracting from this, the sum of squares obtained by fitting con
stants for blocks ignoring treatments. The S,S, for treatments obtained
in this way vrill be
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5 , yPi'I6r Zj Z_l 4r •
0 1

The error S.S. can be obtained by subtracting from the total S.S.,
the S.S. for blocks ignoring treatments + the S.S. for treatments
adjusted for blocks. An overall test of significance of the treatments
can then be carried out as usual by the F test for treatment mean
square/error mean square.

As the factorial set of treatments included are of a quahtative cum
quantitative nature, the useful tests of significance are on the main
cfifects and interactions, viz., (1) average difference between forms,
(2) average difference between levels and (3) interaction of level with
forms. Due to the orthogonal property of levels and levels X forms
referred to earlier, the S.S. for these items can, therefore, be obtained
as in the case of an orthogonal design. For obtaining the S.S. for forms
and control versus treatments, we use the well-known technique of
subtracting the S.S. due to a specified hypothesis from the total un
restricted hypothesis. For forms the hypothesis is = 0, = ^3 and
for control versus treatments it is 6^ = 0. The complete analysis of
variance along with the expected values of mean squares is given in
Table III.

The efficiency of estimates by the two methods will be compared
in Table IV.

It will be seen from Table IV that the relative efficiency of
estimates under the combined model is not appreciably different from
that obtained from combination of estimates from different sets except
under (i). In this case the higher efficiency under the combined model
is due to utilizing information from all the control plots, while in the
other method, controls from only two of the sets have been used. As
the comparison {a) between two forms, {b) between the two levels
ofany one form and (c) between the two non-zero levels, are orthogonal
to the different sets, both the estimates and their variances will be the
same in the two cases.

Case II.—It might be considered desirable to allocate all the three
sets of treatments to a cluster of fields in a village. To distribute
a" total of 3/- experiments in an administrative unit say a tehsil or
a Community Project area, one might select r villages at randon; an4
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Table III

Analysis of Variance

Expected
Source d.f. S.S. value of mean

square

(1) Fields (ignoring
treatments) Zj 5 ~

(2) Treatments (elimi- ^ n 2 , „2 4. 8'" (^4 -
• nating blocks) ^ ^ 5 L ~. 3

3

(«) Forms .. 2 dev^ (2i, Q^, Qa) ^ 2j
i = l

(b) Levels .. 1 + 12r02

(c) Forms Xlevels 2 ^ (Pi> P2> Pa) +4r ^

(d) Control versus 5 2 , 45 . ^
rest 1 16,20='

(3) Error .. 12,--6 (4) - {(1) Hh (2)}

Total .. 15/-1 — C.F.

then select three fields at random in each village. The mathematical
model will then be given by

M +/« + 'ft +

where

/ = 1, r; J=l,2,3; k = 0,1,2 6

where vj represents the effect of the /-th village,/„ stands for the effect
of the /-th field in the /-th village and Ajj. corresponds to variation in
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Table IV

Variance of Estimates

Combination
of estimates

from different
sets

Estimates
under the
combined

model

Efficiency
of estimates
under the
combined
model (%)

(i) Response to a single versus
double level of any one
form

r 8r

114-67

(ii) Difference between two
forms at any specified
level

8 (72

7 /•

9<j^

8/-

101-69

(iii) Difference between two
forms

5

8 r

5(7®

8/-

(iv) Difference between the two
levels of any one form r

(72

r

(v) Difference between levels
3r

£72

3r

the response from village to village. The analysis of this model reduces
to the analysis of the three sets of treatments for each village and then
combining for all the villages in the manner shown below.

Let F„ denote the yield total for the 7-th field in the i-th village.

Set E Fii = Vi, the total for the ?-th village. Further let

a, (i= I,..../-; 5 = 0, 1,2)

and

Pij (i=l... .r; j= 1, 2, 3)

denote the Q and P quantities defined under Case I for each village.
If we write S Qu = Qs and S Pti = Pi the analysis of the model under

4 " i
discussion works out as given in Table V.

The sum of squares for treatments and treatments x villages may
easily be computed by forming two-way tables for villages x Q's and
for villages x P's, It will be further noticed that if individual village
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Table V

Analysis of Variance

Expected
Source d.f. S.S. value of mean

squares

Village r-1 -[f "

Fields within
villages 2r
(ignormg Z_l VZ_i 5 15 7
treatments) < >

•Treatments 5 9 8 (8—1)^ 2

bSsT'°® ^ +E 4F ^ +5 5'• L +3'• EDIOCKS; g_Q i

Treatments / f ? . .p . 5i: 0,^ SP,- 9Xvillages 6(r-l) + f P16/- ^*'+5°^

Error 6r By difference

Total .. 15r — 1

analysis is available, then error S.S. will be added to obtain the total
error S.S. with 6r d.f Moreover the total of 6r d.f. for the adjusted
S.S. due to treatments for the r villages will be split into 6 d.f for the
S.S. due to treatments and 6 (;• — 1) d.f for the interaction.

5. Comparison of Qualities and Levels of a Single
Fertilizer in 4-Plot Arrangements

Suppose that the six sets of treatments given in Section 2 and
marked as (B) are arranged in a random sample of 6r fields in a given
region such that r experiments are allocated to each set. The mathe
matical model will be the same as discussed under Case I of Section 4
where without loss of generality the suffix i takes the value

1,2 r;r+l, 2r; 2/-+ 1; 3r; 4>-+ 1, 5r, 5r+l..6r,
for fields containing the first, second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth set
of treatments respectively.
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To reparametrize the treatment parameters we set

ifl = ^0 '2 = ^ +

^1 = ^ + 01 tn = 9 9^

'3 = 0 + 02 ^ + ^3

^5 = 0 + 03

where = Q and 2! 9i = 0. We shall estimate the different para-
6r

meters subject to the additional restriction U bi=0 and 9^ + 24> + 9—0.
i-1

Let Gi to Ge denote totals of blocks corresponding to different sets
of treatments and go, the adjusted yield totals. For example,

G, = ij. and a=r,-5! + CL+A+^.

Solving the normal equations we obtain,

9o= 9-'
6r

k =4 [6 (So - Gi) +02 - 62]

02 =^ [6 iQz - Gi) +64 - 62]

03 = [6 (Gs - 61) + 26 - 62]

[14((22-e2) + 2i - Qr]

K= gy, (2^ - 22) + 23 - 2i]

03 = [14 (06 - 62) + 26 - 2l]

j _ 2i 22
^ - ^ ^-11

where we have set

= a + 23 ±^5 _ 22 + 24 + 26 ^

i

i
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We can now at once write down the expressions for treatment
means along with their variances. For example,

A+ [6 (Gi - Si) +(Q2 - &)] +%
with a variance of 275o-2/996.

6

The treatment S.S. which is known to be equal to Z tfQi may be
i=0

split,into different component parts by setting the hypothesis

(i) 01 =•- 01, <f>2= - '̂2= ^3 = - % for forms;

(ii) <j) = 9 for levels;

(iii) 4>i = 01, 02 = ^2! ^3 = ^3 X forms; and

(iv) 20g = (j) + 6 for control versus treatments.

Tiie lollowing notations have been used to further simplify the analysis
of variance given below:

Qi + Qz= 612 7 + 15 62 = P12 5 (2i - 13 62 = Pi-2

63 + 24 = 234 7 23 + 15 24 = P3, 5 63 - 13 24 = '̂3-4

Ss + 26 = 256 7 ^5 + 15 26 = -^66 5 gg — 13 ge = Ps-a

As for the earlier model, discussed in Section 4, estimates of res
ponses and differences in responses can also be obtained by combining
estimates from different sets of experiments as follows:

-Response to a level of a given fertilizer is obtained by taking differ
ence in yield of that treatment from the average of the corresponding
controls. DifTerence in response to two forms say n and n' at single
level is obtained by taking the weighted average of 3 estimates. The
first and third sets give a direct estimate of the difference in response
with a variance The second and fourth sets give an indirect
estimate as

—

0 + /7i"
«i -

o + ni"

with variance 2a'̂ lr, the quantity (o + «i")/2 in the first bracket being
calculated from the set (ii) and in the second bracket from the set
(iv). Another indirect estimate is given by

n, —
0 + + n,"

«i -
0 + ni" + Hg"'
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Table VI

Analysis of Variance

Source d.f. S.S.
Expected

value of mean
squares

er

Fields (ignoring
treatments) /_j r 24r

Treatments
(eliminating
blocks)

Forms

Levels

Forms X levels

Control versus
rest

6r ' 4r 2r

+ [5dev' (Qi, Qs, 65)

+ 13dev' (Q„ Q„ (2e)

+ 2iai Qzi-, Qee)]-

^ •••• m I

1 ^.(ei-2&n.... C72 + 4/- (^ - ey

83r
(A-2! ^3-45 -Ps-e) .... 2 {4>i~ ^i)^

¥+ "TT? (2^0 - 0- ^)^
Error 18r — 6 By difference

Total .. 24r — 1
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from the sets (v) and (vi) with a variance of

3/- •

These three estimates being independent can be combined by taking
average, weighted inversely to the corresponding variances. Similarly
the difference between the two forms at the double levels say
can be estimated by combining the estimates from the sets (i) and (iii);
having variance (8/3) o-^/r and the estimate from the sets (ii) and (iv)
having variance Sa^/r. The difference between the two levels of any
one form, e.g., may be estimated as follows: We add the
quantity (o + «i')/2 from the set (i) to [ki —(o + «i')/2] from the set
(iii); similarly to

m
from set (ii) we add [n^ —(o + «i")/2] from set (v). The mean
of these two quantities will have a variance of a^jr. The mean of
plots, from sets (i) and (ii) has a variance of a^jlr. These two inde
pendent estimates are combined by taking a mean weighted inversely
to their variances. The difference of this quantity from the mean of
the 722 plots from sets (i) and (ii) can be easily seen to be free from block
effects and has a variance of 5(j^l6r. The variances of these combined
estimates are compared with the variances of estimates obtained from
the least square analysis in Table VII. Difference between forms under
column 2 in this table is taken as the simple average of the difference
in response at each level for the two sources and the correlation between
estimates of Ki — n^' and «2 — "a' has been allowed for in deriving
the variance expression.

It will be seen from Table VII that the relative efficiency is higher
under the combined model under (iii).

6. Comparison of Levels of .Nitrogen and Phosphate

To study the effects of levels of nitrogen and phosphorus a con
venient design in 6-plot blocks is the two sets of treatments given under
(C) in Section 2. Let a random sample of 2r fields be taken in a region
and r experiments of each type be allocated at random to 2r fields.
Let the treatment effects be denoted as follows:

«i -> ti n^pz ^7

Ps h Ps-^h




































